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PREFACE.

In the present Introduction to Determinants we have included,

in addition to what appears in the authors' Theory of Equations,

an Appendix in which the suhject is ilhistrated by examples

from Trigonometry and Coordinate Geometry. With this

exception the present work is identical with the first Chapter

of the second Volume of our Theory of Equations. The second

Volume in its complete form will not he ready for publication

for some time; we have therefore thought it desirable to bring

out this Chapter in a separate form, simultaneously with the

first Volume. This arrangement will probably be found con-

venient by students who do not aim at a more advanced

study of the subject, as well as by others who may desire

to obtain a knowledge of Determinants without any prelimi-

nary study of the Theory of Equations.

Thinut College,

July, 1899.
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CHAPTER XIII.

DETERMINANTS.

127. Elementary Notions and Definitions.—This chapter

will be occupied with a discussion of an important class of

functions which constantly present themselves in analysis.

These functions possess remarkable properties, by a knowledge

of which much simplification can be introduced into many
operations in both pure and applied mathematics.

The function Oibi + a^-^, of the four quantities

is obtained by assigning to a and h, written in alphabetical order,

the suffixes 1, 2, and 2, 1, corresponding to the two permutations

of the numbers 1, 2, and adding the two products so formed.

Similarly, the function

aiJjCs + aiJsCj + aJb%C). + ajy^c^ + a^^c^ + OihiCi, (1)

of the nine quantities

a\, K Ci,

flj, Oj, Ci,

flj, 03, Cj,

is obtained by adding all the products abc which can be formed

by assigning to the letters (retained in their alphabetical order)

suffixes corresponding to aU the permutations of the numbers

1, 2, 3. The whole expression might be represented by (abc),

or any other convenient notation, from which all the terms

could be written down.

VOL. 11. B



2 Determinants.

The uotation {abed) might be employed to represent a

similar function of the 16 quantities a^, b„ c„ rfi, Oj, &o., con-

sisting of 24 terms, which can all be written down by the aid

of the 24 permutations of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4.

And, in general, taking n letters a, h, c, . . . I, we can write

down a similar function consisting of « (h - 1) (w - 2) .... 3. 2.

1

terms, this being the number of permutations of the first n num-
bers, 1, 2, 3 . . . «.

Now the functions above referred to, which are of such

frequent occurrence in mathematical analysis, differ from those

just described in one respect only, viz. : of the 1. 2. 3 ... «

(which is an even number) terms, half are affected with posi-

tive, and half with negative signs, instead of being all positi ve

as in the expression written down on the preceding page.

We shall now give some instances of the functions which

will be discussed in this cliapter. They occur most frequently

as tlie result of elimination from linear equations. If, for

example, x and y be eliminated from the equations

ttiX + biy = 0,

«2* + b.iy = 0,

the result is axb, — ajbi = 0.

Again, the result of eliminating x, y, z from the equations

UiX + hiy + CxZ = 0,

(hx + hiy + CjS = 0,

a^ + b^y + C3S = 0,

is, as the student will readily perceive by solving from two of

the equations and substituting in the third,

n^biCi - a,biC2 + ajftaC, - a^biC^ + ffaiitj - ffjijC, = ; (2)

and this function differs from (1) given on the preceding page
only in having three of its terms negative, instead of having

the six terms positive.



Elementary Notions iCnd Definitions. 8

Similarly, the process of elimination from four linear equa-

tions gives rise to a function of the sixteen quantities

<*!, ^1, c,, di, as, bi, &c.,

which differs from the function ahove represented by {abed) only

in having twelve of its terms negative.

Expressions of the kind here described are called Determi-

nants* The notation by which they are usually represented was

first employed by Oauehy, and possesses many advantages in the

treatment of these expressions. The quantities of which the

function consists are arranged in a square between two vertical

lines. For example, the notation

«2 bi

represents the determinant Uib^ - Oib,.

Similarly, the expression on the left-hand side of equation (2)

is represented by the notation

]
«! bi p,

«j bi Cj
I

•

fls bi c.

And, in general, the determinant of the »' quantities

o„ bi, Ci . . . l„ rtj, Jj, &c., is represented by

(I, bi c, . . . li

a-i bi Ct . . . 4

rta bi Ci . . h

bn

(3)

By taking the « letters in alphabetical order, and assigning

to them suffixes corresponding to the n (n - 1)(m - 2) . . . 3. 2. 1

permutations of the numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . n, all the terms of the

• See Note D at the end of Vol. II.

B 2



4 Determinants.

determinant can be written down. Half of the terms must

receive positive, and half negative signs. In the next Article

the rule will be given by which the positive and negative terms

are distinguished.

The individual letters Oi, hi, Ci, . . . a^, . . . &o., of which a

determinant is composed, are called constituents, and by some

writers elements.

Any series of constituents such as rr„ bi, Ci, . . . li, arranged

liorizontally, form a row of the determinant ; and any series such

as fT,, fiTj, (I3, . a,„ arranged vertically, form a column.

The term line will sometimes be used to express a row or

column indifferently.

128. Kule with regard to Signs.—It is evident from

the preceding Article that each term of the determinant will,

since it contains all the letters, contain one constituent (and only

one) from every column ; and will also, since the suffixes in each

term comprise all the numbers, contain one constituent (and only

one) from every row. We may therefore regard the square

array (3) of Art. 127 as the symbolical representation of a

function consisting in general of n {n - 1) (« - 2) . . . 3. 2. 1

terms, comprising all possible products which can be formed by

taking one constituent, and one only, from each row, and one

constituent, and one only, from each column. All that is

required to give perfect definiteness to the function is to fix the

sign to be attached to any particular term. For this purpose

the following two rules are to be observed :

—

(1). The term a-fj^Cz . . . l„, formed by the constituents situated

in the diagonal drawn from the left-hand top corner to the right'

hand bottom corner, is positive.

This is called the leading or principal term. In it the suffixes

and letters both occur in their natural order ; and from it the

sign of any other term is obtained by means of the following

rule :

—

(2). Any interchange of two suffixes, the letters retaining their

order, alters the sign of the teitn.



Rule with regard to Signs. 5

This rule may be otlierwise expressed thus :
—Any interchangt'

of two letters, the suffixes retaining their order, alters the sign of a

term. For if two letters be interchanged, and the two corre-

sponding constituents then interchanged, the entire process is

equivalent to an interchange of suffixes. If, for example, in

cfitc^d^Bi the letters h and e be interchanged, we get a^eiC^dJ)!,,

which is equal to aib^Csdie-i, and this is derived from the given

term by an interchange of the suffixes 2 and 5.

In applying this rule it is evident that an even number of

interchanges will not alter the sign of a term, and that au odd

number will.

Examples.

1. WTiat sign is to be attached to the term aahci^iei in the determinant of the

-6th order P

The question is, How many interchanges will change the order 12345 into 34251 ?

Here, when 3 is interchanged with 2, and afterwards with 1, it comes into the lead-

ing place, the order becoming 31245. Again, the interchange in 31245 of 4 with

2, and afterwards with 1, presents the order 34125. The interchange of 2 with 1

gives the order 3421a ; and finally the interchange of 5 with 1 gives the required

order 34251 . Thus there are in all six interchanges ; and therefore the required

sign is positive.

The general mode of proceeding may plainly he stated as follows :—Take the

figure which stands first in the required order, and move it from its place in the

natural order 1234 . . . into the leading place, counting one displacement for each

figure passed over. Take then the figure which stands second in the required order,

andmove it from its place in the natural order into the second place ; and so on. If

the number of displacements in this process be even, the sign is positive ; if it be

odd the sign is negative.

2. What sign is to be attached to the term Oihc^itiftSi in the determinant of

the 7th order f

Here two displacements bring 3 to the leading place ; five displacements then

bring 7 to the second place ; four then bring 6 to the third place ; three then bring

-6 to the fourth place ; the figure 1 is in its place ; and finally, one displacement

brings 4 into the sixth place. Thus there are in all fifteen displacements ; and th«

required sign is therefore negative.

3. Write down all the terms of the determinant

fli Ji ei d\

ai bi C2 d^

33 ^3 c^ ds

a-i bt et di
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The six permutations of suffixes in which the figure 1 occurs first are

1234, 1243, 1324, 1342, 1423, 1432.

The six corresponding terms are, as the student will easily see by applying the

Kule (2), as in the previous examples,

aibiCidi — aibiddi + aibzctdi — aih^di + oi>4C»rfa — oi^icarfa-

The other eighteen terms, corresponding to the permutations in which the figures

2, 3, 4, respectively, stand first, are as follows :

—

aibiCidi - aibiC^di + ajijCirfi - aibsadi + aibiczdi — Oibi/sida

+ a^biCidt — ajiicjrfz + azbtctd] - aibtcidt + osJiCirfj — aabictdi

+ aibiC3d2 — a^blC2di + ojiaeirfa — aibicidi + atbiddt — atbafidt.

It will be observed here that the number of positive terms is equal to the number

of negative terms. The same must be true in general ; for, corresponding to any

)X)sitive term there exists a negative term obtained by simply interchanging the last

two suffixes.

4. Show that if any two adjacent figures be moved together over any number

M of figures, the sign is unaltered.

For if they be moved separately, the whole process is equivalent to a movement

over 2m figures.

5. Determine the sign to be attached to the second diagonal term, viz.

*ii*ii-i i-'i.-2 . *a?i, in the determinant of the «'* order.

Here the number of displacements required to change the natural order to the

required order is clearly

fi(»- 1)
(„ _ 1) + („ _ 2) + (n - 3) + . . . + 2 + 1 = -^ ':

l<(n-l)

Hence the required sign is (-1) ' .

129. In the propositions of the present and following

Articles are contained the most important elementary properties

of determinants which, by the aid of Cauchy's notation above

described, render the employment of these functions of such

practical advantage.

Prop. I.

—

If any two roics, or any two columns, of a determi-

nant he interchanged, the sign of the determinant is changed.

This follows at once from the mode of formation (Rule (2),

Art. 128), for an interchange of two rows is the same as an

interchange of two suffixes, and an interchange of two columns

is the same as an interchange of two letters; so that in either

case the sign of every term of the determinant is changed.
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By aid of this proposition the rule for obtaining the sign of

any term may be stated in a form which is usually more

convenient for practical purposes than that already given. It

will readily be perceived that the general mode of procedure

explained in Ex. 1, Art. 128, is equivalent to tlie following :

—

Bring hy movements of rows {or columns) the constihimts of the

term whose sign is required into the position of the leading diagonal.

The sign of the term will be positive or negatire according as the

number of displacements is even or odd.

Example.

What sign is to be attached to llie term \$nx in the detenninunt

a b c «" '

-
I

I m »./ z
j

1^ ^L y \

Uero a movement of the fourth row over three rows (i. e. three displacements)

brings A. into the leading place. One displacement of the original second row

upwards brings fi into the required place in the diagonal term. And one further

displacement of the original third row upwards effects the required arrangement,

bringing \finx into the diagonal place. Thus the number of displacements being

odd, the required sign is negative.

130. Prop. II.— Whenever, in any determinant, two rons or

two columns are identical, the determinant vanishes.

For, by Prop. I., the interchange of these two lines ought

to change tlie sign of the determinant A ; but the interchange

of two identical rows or columns cannot alter the determinant

in any way : lience A = - A, or A = 0.

131. Prop. III.

—

The value of a determinant is not altered if

the rows be written as columns, and the columns as rows.

For all the terms, formed by taking one constituent from

each row and one from each column, are plainly the same iu

value in both cases ; the principal term is identically the same

;

and to determine the sign of any other term (by Prop. I.) the
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number of displacements of rows neoessary to bring it into the

leading diagonal in the first case is the same as tlie number of

displacements of columns necessary in the second case.

Example.

(i\ bi c\ d\

<12 ^2 c-t di

as bi C3 di

at bi Ci dt

a\ az 03 oi

ii bi bi bi

Cl C% C3 Cj

d\ di di di

Here the sign of any term, e.g. azbicidi, is the same in both determinants. For

three displacements of rows are required to bring this term into the leading position

in the first determinant ; and the same number of displacements of columns is

required to bring the same constituents into the leading position in the second

determinant.

132. Pkop. IV.

—

//evert/ constituent in any line he multiplied

by the same factor, the determinant is multiplied by that factor.

For every term of the determinant must contain one, and

only one, constituent from any row or any column.

Cor. 1. If the constituents in any line differ only by the

same factor from the constituents in any parallel line, the

determinant vanishes.

Cor. 2. If the signs of all the constituents in any line be

changed, the sign of the determinant is changed. For this

is equivalent to multiplying by the factor - 1.

Examples.

kai bi
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3. Show that the following determinant vanishes :

—

J 1 5 2

5 7 i

2 i *

15 21 2

4. Prove the identity

ic a

ca b

ah c

1 a» o'

1 *' J'

1 (P- c»

Represent the first determinant hy A, and multiply the rows by a, 4, c, respec-

tively. We have then

ahe c? «'

flic A = aic 6* J'

and, dividing the first column by ahc, the result follows.

•5. Prove the identity
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8. Reduce the following determinant to one in which the firet row shall consiBt

of units :

—

2

A =

10

3

5

8

Since 20 is the least common multiple of 4, 2, 5, 10, it is sufficient to multiply

the columns in order by 5, 10, 4, 2 ; we thus obtain

20 20 20

1

5.10.4.2

5

35

10

30

20

24

20

20

6

10

16

Taking out the multiplier 20 from the first row, 5 from the third row, and 4 from

the fourth row, we get finally

1

A =
10

6

5

1

2i

9. Prove the identity

1 1

{P-y){y-a){a-p).

Since if were equal to y, two columns would become identical, $-y must be

a factor in the determinant. Similarly, 7 — and a - must be factors in it.

Hence the product of the three dififerences can differ by a numerical factor only

from the value of the determinant, since both functions are of the third degree in

a, j8, 7 ; and by comparing the term 0y^ we observe that this factor is + 1.

10. Prove similarly the identity1111
^-(;8-7)(a-«)(7-.)(/3-S)(a-3)(7-S).

It is evident that a similar proof shows in general that the value of the deter-

minant of this form, constituted by the n quantities o, ft 7 ... X, is the product of

the ^n (m - 1 ) differences which can be formed vrith these « quantities.
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133. minor Determinants. Definitions.—When in a

determinant any number of rows and the same number of

columns are suppressed, the determinant formed by the

remaining constituents (maintaining their relative positions) is

called a minor determinant.

If one row and one column only be suppressed, the corre-

sponding minor is called a Jirst minor. If two rows and two

columns be suppressed, the minor is called a second minor ; and

so on. The suppressed rows and columns have common con-

stituents forming a determinant ; and the minor which remains

is said to be complementary to this determinant. The minor

complementary to the leading constituent Oi is called the kading

first minor, and its leading first minor again is the kading second

minor of the original determinant.

It is usual to denote a determinant in general by A. We
shall denote by A. the first minor obtained by suppressing in A
the row and column which contain any constituent a ; by A., 3

the second minor obtained by suppressing the two rows and two

columns which contain a and /3 ; and so on. Thus Aa^ repre-

sents the leading first minor, and Aai,j. or Aa,,j^ the leading

second minor.

The determinant A, formed by the constituents a,, 61, Ci, &c.,

is often denoted for brevity by placing the leading tenn within

brackets as follows :

—

A = (ffi ioCa /„).

The notation 2 ± Oi 6, c, . . . /„ is also used to represent A ;

this expressing its constitution as consisting of the sum of a

number of terms (with their proper signs attached) formed by

taking all possible permutations of the n suffixes.

134. Development ofDeterminants.—Since every term

of any determinant contains one, and only one, constituent from

each row and from each column, it follows that A is a linear and

homogeneous function of the constituents of any one row or any one
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column. We may therefore write

A = rti/4, + OiAt + a^Ai + &c.,

A = &1-B1 + h^Bi + bsBs + &c.

;

or, again, A = «iAi + h^Bi + CiCi + &c.,

A = (u.Ai + biBi + C2C2 + &c.

Tlie student, on referring to Ex. 3, Art. 128, will observe

that the determinant of the fourth order there written at length

is constituted in the way liere described, namely.

bt Ci f/2
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Thus we conclude that, in general,

A = a,Ao, - «2Aa„ + '/.iA„, - rt'4A„^ + &c.

Similarly, we can expand A in terms of the constituents of

any otlier column, or any row. For example,

A = r^iA„^ - SiAi, + CiAc^ - &o.

If it be required to obtain the proper sign to be attached to

the minor which multiplies any constituent in the expanded

form, we have only to consider how many displacements would

bring that constituent to the leading place. For example, sup-

pose the determinant (fliijCarfies) is expanded in terms of its

fourth column, and that it is required to find what sign is to be

attached to rfsA^,. Here two displacements upwards, and after-

wards three to the left, will bring d^ to the leading place ; hence

the sign is negative. This rule maybe stated simply as follows :

—

Proceedfrom Oi to the constituent under consideration along the top

row, and doicn the column containing the constituent ; the number

of letters passed over before reaching the constituent will decide the

sign to be attached to the minor. In the example just given,

beginning at aj, we count a^, 6,, Ci, di, d^, i. e. five ; and this

number being odd, the required sign is negative.

It will be found convenient to retain both notations here em-

ployed for the development of a determinant. The expansion in

terms of the minors, with signs alternately positive and negative,

is useful in calculating the value of a determinant by successive

reductions to determinants of lower degree. For some purposes,

as will appear in the Articles which follow, it is more convenient

to employ the notation first given, in which the signs are all

positive (whatever the row or column under consideration)

and the coefficient of any constituent represented by the cor-

responding capital letter. By substituting for the capital letter

the corresponding minor with the proper sign, determined in

the manner above explained, the latter notation is changed into

the former.
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Examples.

fll Ji C\

rtj hi €2

rt3 ^3 C3

*3 Ci

+ «»

J2 «8

= rtii2C3 — aii3C2 — a-ibic^ + aa^s^'i + os^ifa — flsfta^i-

(Compare (2), Art. 127.)

2. a A i?

A * / |=a
i / c

~/i
h g

f
+ 9

h g

b f

= abc + 2fgh - aP - bg^ - cK^.

3. Expand the determinant of the fourth order in terms of the constituents of

the fourth row.

A = - ai^at + iiAj^ — fiAf^ + di^dt

- Ui

bi C\ d\

bi C2 dz

Js «3 di

+ ij 02 ^2 ^2

fls ^3 d^

-Ci

a\ b\ d]

<l2 bz d^t + di

«i bi ci

02 bz C2

(I3 b^ C303 ^3 ds

When the determinants of the third order are expanded, this will give the

xpression of Ex. 3, Art. 128, as the student will easily verify.

4.
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5

C. Expand ti c b d

c (i a e*

b a f

d e f

The expansion is a'^d^ + b' <!' + c^f — 2hcef— Icafd — lahde ; the given deter-

minant is therefore equal to the product of the four factors

\/ ad Jt \/ be + y cf, y^ ad — v A« - y cf,

— y ad + y be — y cf, - y ad — y be -^ y' cf,

a result which is sometimes useful.

7. Piove

a /3 7

1 7' -»'

= 1 +a- + 3^+7^4 a"'+/3'2 + 7'24 (oa' 4 /33' 4 77')^.

i

—a b c d ,

b — a d c \

e d — a b

d c h — a

Am. a* + i* + (^ + (i* - 2S' c2

_

2<? a' - la^ i» - 2a2 (f - 2*^ rf^ - 2f' (f _ g,,^^;.

9. Prove the following identity, and expand the deteiminants :
—

I a
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135. Liaplace's Development of a Determinant.—
The expansion explained in the preceding Article is included

in a more general mode of development given by Laplace.

In place of expanding the determinant as a linear function

of the constituents of any line, we now expand it as a linear

function of the minors comprised in any number of lines.

Consider, for example, the first two columns (a, h) of any

determinant; and let all possible determinants of the second

order (ffp, Jj), obtained by taking any two rows of these two

columns, be formed. Let the minor formed by suppressing

the Op and bq lines be represented by Ap,j ; then the deter-

minant can be expanded in the form S + iaph^ ^pig> where

each term is the product of two complementary determinants

(see Art. 133). To prove this, we observe that every term of

the determinant must contain one constituent from the column

a and one from the column b. Suppose a term to contain the

factor Op bq ; there must then (interchanging p and q) be another

term differing only in the sign and the interchange of these

suffixes ; lience, the determinant can be expanded in the form

S {cipbq) Ap,q ; and Ap,q is clearly the sura of all the terms

whicli can be obtained by permuting in every possible way

the n - 2 suffixes of the letters c, d, e, &c., viz. ± Ap,q, the

sign being determined in any particular instance by the rule

of Art. 128. This reasoning can easily be extended to the

general case. Let any number j9 of columns be taken, and all

possible minors formed by taking p rows of these columns.

Each of these minors is to be then multiplied by the comple-

mentary minor, and the determinant expressed as the sum of

all such products with their proper signs.

Examples.

1. Expand the determinant {aibiCidi) in tenns of the minors of the second order

formed from the first two columns.

Employing the hracket notation, we can write down the result as follows :

—

{aih) {<!3d^) - (01S3) (c2rf4) + {aiit) {czdi) + (ath) (ci rfj) - {mh) {cid») + {aah) (»irf»)

;

where the sign to he attached to any product is determined by moving the two rows

involved in the first factor into the positions of 6rst and second row. Thus, for
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example, since three displacemeDts are required to move the second and fourth rows
into these positions, the sign of the product {a^h^) (cirfa) is negative.

2. Expand similarly the determinant {aibiCiiiei).

Am. (oiij) (csrftes) - (ai^a) (cj^ies) + (ai**) [cidze^) - (a\ ht) (cid^ei)

+ (as*s) («irfi«6) - («a*i) («irf3«5) + {<nh) (cydzet) + (03 *«) (eidie^)

- (33*6) {oidiei) + (01Js) (cidjej).

3. Prove the identity

fll
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136. Development of a Determinant In Prodncti

of the leading Constituents.—In this and the next fol-

lowing Articles will be explained two additional modes of

development which will be found useful in the expansion of

certain determinants of special form. The application which

follows will be sufficient to show how any detenninant may

be expanded in products of the leading constituents

—

It is required to expand the determinant of the fourth order

-4 bi c\ d\

as

B

bz

hi

C

di

d.

according to the products oi A, B, C, D. In order to give prominence to the

leading constituents we have here replaced ui, Sj, Cs, di by A, B, C, D. When

the expansion is effected it is plain that the result must be of the form

A E Ao + :S.\A + %K'AB + ABCD,

where Ao consists of all the terms in which no leading constituent ocoutb ; Z\^ is

the sum of all the terms in which one only of these constituents occurs ; 3k'AB is

the sum of all in which the product of a pair of the leading constituents is found

;

and ABCD, the leading term, is the product of all these constituents. It will be

observed that the expansion here written contains no terms of the form \"ABC, and

it is evident in general that the expanded determinant can contain no terms in

which products of all the leading constituents but one occur, since the coefficient

of any such product is the remaining diagonal constituent. It only remains to see

what is the form of Ag, and of the undetermined coefficients \,ii,... A.', ii, . . . &c.

Putting A, B, C, B am equal to zero in the identity above written, we have

b\ ci d,

Ao =

Again, to obtain \, let B, C, D be made equal to zero. The coefficient of A is

clearly the determinant

et d%

bi di

h a
tlie coefficient of B is similarly obtained by replacing A, C, D each by Bero in the

aj
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minoi complementaiy to B ; and so on. To obtain X', let Cand D Ije made zero ;

the coefficient of AB in the resulting determinant is plainly the second minor

C4

The coefficient of any other product is obtained in a similar manner. Finally,

the expansion of a may be written in the form

-^A

+ AB

m di

h dz

«4 Cl

da

+ A0

+ B

di\

ii

Oi

«3 ia

at bi

a di

03 (fa

(74 Ci

a

ei

ct

+ C

+ AD
h \ \ bz

+ BC'

d,

di

di

Ji di

a% di

at bi

10 di

at

+ BD\

+ 2)

I

ci

I
as

bi ei

02 Cl

03 bs

bi

+ CD
a-ict

+ ABCH.

A determinant whose leading constituents all vanish has been called zero-axial.

The result just obtained may be stated as follows:

—

Ani/ determinant may be ex-

panded in produelt of the leading eomtittientt, the coejieient of every prednct in the

remit being a zero-axial determinant.

137. Expansion of a Determinant in Products in

Pairs of tlie Constitnents of a Row and Column.—In

what follows we take the first row and first column as those in

terms of which the expansion is required. This is evidently

sufficient, since any other row and column may he brought by

displacements into these positions. It will be found convenient

to write the determinant under consideration in the form

«0
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Let this be denoted by A', and its leading first minor

(fliJjCa . . .) ty the usual notation A. The determinant A' may

be said to be derived from A by lordering it, horizontally with

the constituents a„ a, ji, y, . .
.

, and vertically with the consti-

tuents flo, n', /3', 7' . • • "When A' is expanded, all the terms

which contain Uo are included in o^A. In addition to this, the

expansion will consist of the product of every other constituent

of the first column by every other constituent of the first row,,

every such product of two being multiplied byjits proper factor.

What this factor is in the case of any product is easily seen.

Let the coefficients of a,, ii, Cj, . . . a^, 62, . . . &c., in the expan-

sion of A be Ai, Bi, . . . Ai, B^, . . , according to the notation

explained in Art. 134. It is plain that the factor which multi-

plies any product, for example aa, in the expansion of A', is the

same as the factor which multiplies ao«i with sign changed, viz.

-Ai; similarly the factor which multiplies a'/3 is the factor with

sign changed of aobi, viz. - Bi ; and so on. To obtain the factor

of any such product the rule clearly is

—

Find the fourth consti-

tuent completing the rectangle formed hy the leading term a^ and

the tico constituents which enter into the product : the required

factor is obtained hy substituting for the constituent of A so found

the corresponding capital letter with the negative sign. It appears

therefore finally that the expansion of A' may be written in the

following form :

—

A' ^ o„A - A,aa - B,l3a - C.ya' - . . .

-A,al5'-BSIi'-ayf5'-...

— AiOy' — Bs^' — Ciyy — . . .

Examples of the utility of this mode of expansion will be

found under a subsequent Article.

138. Addition of Determinants. Prop. V.

—

If every

constituent in any line can be resolved into the sum of two others,

the determinant can be resolved into the sum of two others.
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Suppose the constituents of the first column to be fli + ai,

Cj + oj, 03 + 03, &c. Substituting these in the expansion of

Art. 134, we have

A = (rti + a,) Ai + (flj + ai) Ai + {Uz + as) A3 + &C.

= UiAi + (hAi + 03^3 + . . &c. + aiAi + a^Ai + OiA-i + &c.

;

or.

«1
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And, in general, if one column consists of the algebraic sum of

m others, a second column of the sum of n others, a third of the

sum of jB others, &c., the determinant can be resolved into the

sum of mnp - . . , &c., others.

Similar results plainly hold with regard to the rows, which

may be substituted for columns in the proof just given.

139. Prop. YI.—If the constituents of one line are equal to

the sums of the corresponding constituents of the other lines multi-

plied by constant factors, the determinant vanishes.

For it can then be resolved into the sum of a number of

determinants which separately vanish. For example.

Wfli + nbi Oi bi

mOi + nbi <?2 f>i

ma, + nb, a, b.

Oi Oi b,

m a, «2 bi + n

bi a, bi

b% a^ 6j

63 a, Jj

and each of the latter determinants vanishes (Art. 130).

140. Prop. YII.—A determinant is unchanged when to each

constituent of any row or column are added those of several other

rows or columns multiplied respectively by constant factors.

For when the determinant is resolved into the sum of others,

as in Art. 138, the determinants in which the added lines occur

all vanish, since each of them must, when the constant factor is

removed, contain two identical lines. Thus, for example,

fli 5i Ci «! + mbi + nci bi Ci

at bi Ci

a, b, c.

flz + mbi + nct bi d

as + mb, + nc, b, c.

for when the second determinant is expressed as the sum of
three others, the two arising from the added columns vanish
identically (Art. 139).

The proposition of the present Article supplies in practice
one of the most useful properties in the evaluation of deter-

minants.
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Examples.

1. Show that the following determinant vanishes :

—

/3 + 7 » 1

7 + a fi 1

o+ )3 7 1

Adding the constituents of the second column to those of the first, we can take

out o + /S + 7 as a factor, and two columns then become identical.

2. Find the yalue of the determinant

4

7

10

Subtracting the constituents of the first column from those of the second, and

three times the constituents of the first column from those of the third, we obtain

1 1 1

= - 16.

which yanishes identically.

-1111
1-1 1 1

/ 1-1 1

1 1 1-1

Here the first transformation is obtained by adding in succession the constituents

of the first row to those of the second, third, and fourth.

4.

1
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17

in Ex. 7, Art. 132 ; but in general it can be effected more readily by direct addi-

tions or subtractions, as in tbe present instance.

'

6 7-2
2 19 0-2

•7 8

4
i

12 3

Tbe first transformation is obtained by adding to the second row three times the

first, subtracting the first from the third row, and adding the first to the fourth

row. The reduced determinant is easily calculated by subtracting four times the

second column from the first, and three times the second column from the third.

Thus

7
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8. Calculate the determinant formed by the first twenty-five natural numbers

arranged in a magic square :

110

4

23

17

11

18

12

6

5

24

25

19

13

7

14

8

2

21

20

22

16

15

9

3 Ans. -4680000.

9. Evaluate, by the method of the present Article, the determinant of Ex. 9,

Art. 134.

A =

1

1

1 =2

1

X^ — «2

10
10 j2 y^

1 2^ - z' z' — Z^

1 y^ x^ — y'' — y'

Here, to obtain the second determinant, we subtract the second column from

each of the following ones. In the reduced determinant, subtracting the first row

from each of the following, we find

1 2^ y'

-2z2
222

x'-y'-z^ -2y2

= (y2 + z2_a:2)2_4yJzJ

= (y2 + z2 - s» 4 iyz) {y^ + z" - i' - 2yz)

= {{y + z)^-x^]{{y-z)--x-'-}

= - {x + y + z) {y + z - x) {z + X - y) [x -i- y - z).

10. Prove the identity

(4 + of a' a'

y^ + z"

2y^

= 2abc (rt + i + c)'.*« [c + af b^

c- c' (a + 4)2

Subtiacting the last column from each of the others, (a + b + cy may be taken out

as a factor. Calling the remaining determinant A', and subtracting in it the sum of

the first two rows from the last, we have

4+c-a a' b-i c- a

e + a-b i^

c-a — b c — a— b {a + b)^
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Adding the last column to each of the others, we obtain

a{b + c) a' tt^

V^ *((! + «) i^ =2

2ttb

= 2ffJ

i + c rt

b c-i a

= 2oJ(! (a+i + c).

Hence, A = A' (a + * + c)* = 2aJ(; (a + J + c)'.

11. Prove the identity

1 1 1

a $ y =(j8-7)(7-a)(o-a)(a + j8 + 7)-

a3 ;83 7'

Subtracting the first column from each of the others, $- a and 7 - a become

factors. In the reduced determinant, subtract the first row multiplied by o' from

the second row.

12. Eesolve into simple factors the determinant

111 11
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14. Sesolye into lineiiT factors the detenmnant

abed
H. =

bade
e d a b

d e b a

The result is as follows :

—

^ = - (a+b-i-c + d)(b + c-a-d){c-\-a-b-d)(a + b~e-d),

since each of the factors here written is a factor of the determinant ; for example,

a + b — e — die shown to he a factor hy adding the second column to the first, and

subtracting the third and fourth. By comparing the sign of a* it appears that the

negative sign must he attached to the product.

It may he ohseiTed that the determinant of Ex. 9 is a particular case of the

determinant here considered, viz. that obtained by putting a = 0, as will appear

by comparing the equivalent forms of Ex. 9, Art. 134.

141. multiplication of Determinants.—Prop. YIII.—
The product of tuo determinants ofany order is itself a detei'tninant

of the same order.

We shall prove this for two detenmnants of the third order.

The student will observe, from the nature of the proof, that it

is equally applicable in general. We propose to show that the

product of the two determinants [aih^c^, (aijSjya) is

rtiOi + Ji/3i + Ci-yi ffiaa + h^^ + Cya flioa + iijS:) + Ciy^

ffjOi + Sj/Si + C-jyi ff202 + ^2/82 + Ci^i OiUi + bijia + Cijn

ffsOi + ^s/Si + C371 <^a2 + 63/82 + C372 Osas + hjBs + c^Js

whose constituents are the sums of the products of the con-

stituents in any row of [ttibiCa] by the corresponding constituents

in any row of (a./SjYs).

Since each column consists of the sum of three terms, this

determinant can be expanded into the sum of twenty- seven

others (Art. 138). Now it will be observed that when any one

of these is written down, a common factor can be taken off each

column ; and that several of the partial determinants will, when

these factors are removed, have two (or more) columns identical.

The determinants which do not vanish in this way can be easily

selected. Taking, for example, the first vertical line of the first
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column, this would give a vanishing determinant if we were to

take along with it the first line of the second column. We take

then the second line of the second column, and along with

these two we must take the third line of the third column to

obtain a determinant which does not vanish. Ketaining still

the first line of the first column, we may take the third line

of the second column along with the second line of the third

column. Taking out the common factors of the columns, we
write down these two determinants as follows :

—

OijSjya

«I
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The product of the two determinants (niijoa), (01)8273) is (see Ex. 3, Art. 135)

plainly equal to the determinant

01
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Examples.

1 . Show that the product of the two determinants

a + ib e \- id a' — iV

-e + id a— ib —c — id!

where i = V- 1, may be written in the form

D-iC B-iA

<f-id'

a + iV

wliere

B-iA B+iO

A s b</ — b'e + ad' — a'd, B = ca' — c'a + bd' - h'd,

^ ab' — a'b+ cd' — c'd, D = aa' -i- bb' -t- ec' + dd';

and hence prove Euler's theorem

(fl= + *2 + cU d'-) (rt-^ + *' + <!'2 + (?')

= (ad + bb' + cc + dd'Y + {bo' — b'c 4 ad' — a'd)^

+ {ca' - c'a + bd' - b'd)^ + («*' - a'b+ cd'- c'd)"-,

viz. the product of two sums each offour squares can be expressed as the sum of four

squares.

2. Prove the following expression for the square of a determinant of the third

order:

—

a b c ^ ^{ac - b') ac' + a'c - 2*4' ac" + a"c - Ibb"

"• b' c' = ac' -^-dc-ibb' 2(de'-b'f a'd' -V a"c' -2b'b"

a" b" c" ad' + a"e- 'ibb" ,a'd' + a"d -Ib'b" 2{d'd' -b"^)

This appears by multiplying the two determinants

b
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TMb may be readily proyed by muUiplyiug together the two equivalent deter-

minants

a
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6. Prove the result of Ex. 28, p. 57, Vol. I., by multiplying the two following

determinants :

—

I

y

X

7. Show that two determinants of different orders may be multiplied together.

For their orders may be made e<jual ; since the order of any determinant can be

increased by adding any number of columns and the same number of rows consisting

of units in the diagonal, and all the rest zero constituents. For example,

I
1

a\
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and performing on these a process similar to that employed in

multiplying two determinants, we obtain the determinant

0\ai + Jij3i + Ciyi + rf,Si 0,02 + Ji/Bj + Ci-yj + rfiSj

The value of this is easily found to be

(«i62)(a,j32) + (aip2)(a,7j) + (ai<;?2) (oig.) + (i,C2)Oi72)

i. e. <Ae SMm of the products of all possible determinants which can

be formedfrom one array [by taking a number of columns equal to

the number of rotes) multiplied bij the corresponding determinants

formedfrom the other array.

Another proof of this proposition, analogous to the treat-

ment of multiplication of determinants in Art. 142, is given

among the examples which follow this Article ; and either of

these proofs can be easily generalized.

(2). When the number of rows exceeds the number of columns

the resulting determinant vanishes.

Take, for example, the two arrays

(2).

Performing the process of multiplication, we have

ffiOi + 6i/3i «ia2 + J,j32 rtiOj + b,^3

ajOi + 62)81 rtjOj + 62/32 aiaa + bi^s

aaai + bi^i aia, + bi^2 WjOj + b,^.

It will be observed that this determinant is the same as would

arise if a column of ciphers were added to each of the given

arrays, and the determinants so formed then multiplied. It

follows that the determinant vanishes.

A similar proof applies in general. It is only necessary in

any instance to add to each array columns of ciphers, so as to

make the number of columns equal to the number of rows, and

then multiply the two determinants.

VOL. II. D

a,
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Examples.

prove

1

.

From the two arrays

111)
(1),

a /3 7 )

3 o + /3 + -y

a + /3 + 7 a^ + /3' + 7'

2. From the tVo aiTays

1 1 1

a 7
(2),

u
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6. For the general equation of the «'* degree, whose roots are o, /3, y, S, &c.,

and «o, »i, »2, &c. the sums of the powers of the roots, prove

2 (« - e^y.

This appears at once by squaring the array

1 1 1 I 1

a 7 S e

7. Prove similarly, for the general equation,

So Sl ^2

>2 S3 = 2(/3-7)'(7-«)M«-/3P-

»2 »3 ««

This is easily proved, as in the preceding example, by squaring a suitable array

;

and the same process can be used to establish a series of relations of this kind.

When the number of rows in the array becomes equal to the degree of the equation,

the value of the determinant is the product of the squares of the differences of the

roots, as in Ex. i, Art. 142. When the number of rows exceeds the degree of the

equation the value of the corresponding determinant is zero. The determinant of

the fourth order just referred to, for example, vanishes for equations of the second

and third degrees.

8. Prove, for the general equation,

= S{$-y)^y-a)^{a-P)^x-a){^-fi)^^-y).

»1
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9. Find the value of the following determinant, and hence deriye another proof

of the property of arrays of the first kind

—

»1
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Multiply the first equation by A^, the second by Ai, and tlie

third by Ai ; and add. The coeflBcients of y and z vanish, in

virtue of the relations above proved, and we obtain

[aiAi + OiAi + asAa)^ = miAi + miAt + nizAs,
or

Aa;

:

»J,
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Examples.

1. Solve the equations
a; + y + z = Ao,

ax + 01/ + yz = Ai,

a?x + fiCy + y-z - Ai.

The solution is easily e£Fected by the formulae given above. It can be shown

that the value of any one of the unknown quantities can be expressed as a quadratic

function of its coefficient in these equations, along with symmetric functions of

li, P, y (in addition to the given coefficients Ao, Ai, A2). For this purpose we write

the value of the unknown (say, y) in the form

1 «

1

= 0, (1)

1 1

/3 y

which may be derived immediately by joining the identical equation y = y \a the

three given equations, and eliminating after the manner of the Article which

follows. Now,

A„

Ai

A2
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145. lilnear Homogeneous Eqaations.—When n -\
linear homogeneous equations between n variables are given, the

ratios of the variables can be determined by bringing any one of

them to the right-hand side of the equations, and solving as in

the previous Article ; or we may determine these ratios more

conveniently as follows. We take the particular case of three

equations between four quantities x, y, z, w, which will be

sufficient to illustrate the general process :

OiX + bij/ + CiS + diW = '

O2Z + bip + C2Z + diW = I

.

(1)

aix + bsy + c^z + d^w =

To these may be added a fourth equation whose coefficients

are undetermined, viz.

OiX + biij + C4Z + diW = X. (2)

Calling (aiijCarfi) as usual A, and solving from these four

equations by the method of the last Article, we obtain, since

»«i = 0, »?2 = 0, nii = 0, mi = X, the following values :

—

Aa; = \A^, Ay = \Bi, As = XC4. ^w = \I>t,

or

A, B, C, A A' ^
'

The first three of these equations express the ratios of x, y,

z, te in. terms of the coefficients in the three given equations.

And, in general, the variables are proportional to the coefficients

in the expansion of A of the constituents of the »'* roic supposed

added to the w — 1 rows resulting from the given equations.

We can now express the condition that n linear homogeneous

equations should be consistent with one another ; for example,

that the equation (2) should, when X = 0, be consistent with the

equations (1). We have only to substitute in (2) the ratios

derived from (1), when we obtain

OtAi + biBi + Cid + diDt = 0,

or

A = 0.
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The same thing appears from the equations (3) ; for if X = 0,

and if a:, y, z, w do not all vanish, A must vanish.

What has been proved may be expressed as follows :

—

The

result of eliminating n quantities between n equations linear and

homogeneous in these quantities is the vanishing of the determinant

formed by the coefficients of the giren equations.

146. Reciprocal Determinants. — The quantities

Ai, Bi, Ci . . . At, Bi, &c. (Art. 134), which occur in the ex-

pansion of a determinant («. e. the first minors with their proper

signs), may be called inverse constituents ; and the determinant

formed with them the inverse or reciprocal determinant. We
proceed to prove certain useful relations connecting the two

determinants.

(1). To express the reciprocal in terms of the given determinant.

Let the reciprocal of A be denoted by A', and multiply the two

determinants

A =

ff, bi c,

ffj bi Ci

as 63 c-i

A' =

A, B, C,

-^2 -^-^2 t^2

-^3 Jjs C3

All the constituents of the resulting determinant except those

in the diagonal vanish (Art. 144) ; and the result is

AA'

whence

A

A

A

A' = A=.

A';

The process here employed in the particular case of two de-
terminants of the third order is equally applicable in general

;

giving AA' = A", or A' = A""'. Hence the reciprocal determinant
is equal to the {n - l)"' power of the given determinant.
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(2). To express any minor of the reciprocal determinant in terms

of the original constituents.

We take, for example, the determinant of the fourth order,

and proceed to express the first minors of its reciprocal. Multi-

plying the two determinants on the left-hand side of the follow-

ing equation, and employing the identical equations of Art. 144,

we obtain
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The method of proof above given can be generalized. In

the case of a determinant of the fifth order, for example, the

student will easily verify the following expression for a minor

of the third order :

—

If the original determinant A vanishes, it is plain that not

only the reciprocal determinant itself, but also all its minors of

any order vanish. The vanishing of the minors of the second

order may be expressed in the following useful form :— When a

determinant vanishes, the constituents of any row of its reciprocal

are proportional to those of any other row, and the constituents of

any column to those of any other column.

147. Siymmetrical Determinants.—Two constituents of

a determinant are said to be conjugate when one occupies with

reference to the leading constituent the same position in the

rows as the other does in the columns. For example, d^ and

hi are conjugates, one occupying the fourth place in the second

row, and the other the fourth place in the second column.

Each of the leading constituents is its own conjugate. Any
two conjugate constituents are situated in a line perpendicular

to the principal diagonal, and at equal distances from it on

opposite sides.

A symmetrical determinant is one in which every two con-

jugate constituents are equal to each other. For examples of

such determinants the student may refer to Art. 134, Exs. 2, 9,

1 0, and Art. 135, Ex. 4.

In a symmetrical determinant the first minors complemen-

tary to any two conjugate constituents are equal, since they

differ only by an interchange of rows and columns. The
corresponding inverse constituents are also equal, the signs

to be attached to the minors being the same in both cases.

It follows that the reciprocal of a symmetrical determinant is

itself symmetrical.

The leading minors are all symmetrical determinants.
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The mode of expansion of Art. 137 is especially useful in

the case of symmetrical determinants, as will appear from the

examples which follow.

EXA.UFL£S.

1 . Form the reciprocal of the Bymmetrical determiDant

h g

b

f

f

Using the capital letters to denote the reciprocal constituents as explained in

Art. 134, so that A may be expanded in any one of the forms aA + hU + gG,
hS-\-hB-^fF, gG+fF+eC, we may write the reciprocal determinant A' as

follows :

—
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column, and using the notation of Ex. 1 for the invcTBe constituents of the leading

minor, the result can be wiitteu down at once in the form

- A = Jk^ + By? +afi + 2Fixv + lGv\ + iEK/i.

Since a determinant is unaltered when both rows and columns are written in

reverse order, if the expansion of a determinant be required in terms of the last row

and last column (as in the present example), it is not necessary to move them in the

first instance into the positions of first row and first column. The expansion can he

written down from the determinant as it stands, replacing in the rule of Art. 137

the leading constituent and its minor by the last diagonal constituent and its

complementary minor.

4. Expand the detei-minant A of the above Ex. 2, in terms of the last row and

column, by the method of Art. 137.

Attending to the remark at the end of the preceding example, and using

A, B, C, F, G, S, to represent the same quantities as in Exs. I and 3, the result

may be written down as follows :
—

\

a h g

d-d f - AP- Bm'' - Cn' - IFmn - 2Gnl - 2Slin.

'J f c

When a symmetrical determinant of any order is bordered symmetrically (t. e. by
the same constituents horizontally and vertically) the result is clearly a symmetri-

cal determinant of the next higher order. The result of Art. 137 shows in general

that the expansion of the bordered determinant consists of the original determinant

multiplied by the constituent common to the added row and column, together with

a homogeneous function of the second degree of the remaining added constituents.

5. Expand the determinant

' « h g I

f

9 f

I III

y

s

This is the determinant of Ex. 2, bordered symmetrically, the common consti-

tuent of the added lines being zero. The result is clearly a homogeneous function

of the second degree of a, $, y, S; and, by aid of the notation of Ex. 2, the value

of - A may be written down at once in the form

Aa'+ B0'- + Cy"- + Dsr- + 2F$y + 2Gya+ 2B'ai8 + 2Za5 + 2M:pi + iJTyS.

6. Prove, by means of the Proposition of Art. HI, that the square ofany deter-

minant is a symmetrical deteiminant.

7. The product of two reciprocal determinants is the reciprocal determinant of

the product of the two original determinants.
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148. Ske'w-Syinmetric and Skew Determinants.—
A skew-symmetric determinant is one in wliicli every constituent

is equal to its conjugate with sign changed. Since each leading

constituent is its own conjugate, it follows that in such a deter-

minant all the leading diagonal constituents are zero.

A determinant in which all except the leading constituents

are equal to their conjugates with sign changed is called a skew

determinant. Thus, while a skew-symmetric determinant is

zero-axial, in a skew determinant diagonal constituents are

present. The calculation of the latter kind may he reduced to

that of the former hy the method of Art. 136.

The remainder of this Article will be occupied with the proof

of certain useful properties of skew-symmetric determinants.

(1). A skew-symmetric determinant of odd order vanishes.

For any skew-symmetric determinant A is unaltered by

changing the columns into rows, and then changing the signs

of all the rows. But when the order of the determinant is odd,

this process ought to change the sign of A ; hence A must in

this case vanish. For example,

' a h

A = -« c

\ -b -c

^0.

(2) . The reciprocal of a skew-symmetric determinant of the »»""

order is a symmetric determinant ichen n is odd, and a skew-symmetric

determinant when n is even.

In any skew-symmetric determinant the minors correspond-

ing to a pair of conjugate constituents differ by an interchange

of rows and columns, and by the signs of all the constituents.

Hence the two minors are equal wheu their order is even,

namely when n is odd ; and equal with opposite signs when n is

even. In the former case, therefore, the reciprocal determinant

is symmetric ; and in the latter case it is skew-symmetric, its

leading diagonal constituents being all skew-symmetric deter-

minants of odd order.
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(;i). A skew-symmetric determinant of even order is a perfect

square.

This follows from the principles estatlished in Art. 146.

Take, for example, the determinant of the fourth order

\ a b c

- a

-b

- c

d

d

/

and let the inverse constituents forming its reciprocal be de-

noted by -4], Bi, Ai, &c. We have then, by (2), Art. 146,

AiBi - A^B, = A
/

./"A.

Now Ai and B^, being skew-symmetric determinants of odd

order, vanish ; and Ai=- B„ since these are conjugate minors

;

hence /^A = Ai^, which proves that A is a perfect square.

Similarly, for a determinant A of the sixth order, it is proved

that the product of A by a skew-symmetric determinant of the

fourth order is a perfect squai-e ; and since the latter determi-

nant has been just proved to be a perfect square, it follows that

A is so also. By an exactly similar process, assuming the truth

of the Proposition for the determinant of the sixth order, it may
be proved for one of the eighth ; and so on.

EXAUFLES.

1. Verify the following expression for the skew-symmetric determinant of the

fourth order:

—

— o

-4

a

-d

b

d

-/

c

e

f
:(«/-*e + c<f)».
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2. Expand in powers of x the skew determinant

h c

d t

== J

-f '

Wheil the expansion of Art. 136 is employed to calculate a skew determinant,

it is to be observed that the detenninants of odd order in the expansion all vanish,

and those of even order may he expressed as squares. Here the coefficients of the

odd powers of x plainly vanish, and the result takes the form

— a

A s ^4 + (a.2
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and the product of these is

0, - (11*2) - (cidi), - [aih] - (cirfs), - (a\h) - («i<'l),

(ffiJ2) + (<;i<^2), 0, - {wihi) - {eida), - {a2h) - (C2<*«),

(mis) +(cirf3), (02*3) + Ms), 0, - {azh) - (esdi),

{aMj + (cidi), {a2h) + {c^di), (ash) + (ozdi), 0,

which is a skew-symmetric determinant.

5. Form the reciprocal of a skew-symmetric determinant of the third order.

Using for A the form in (1) of the present Article, the result is easily found

to he the symmetric determinant

c'' —be ae
\

be b^

— ab

ab

6. Form the reciprocal of the skew-symmetric determinant A of the fourth order

in Ex. 1.

Representing hy <\> the function af-be + cd whose square is equal to A, and by

A' the required reciprocal, we easily find
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In general the reciprocal of a slew-symmetric determinant of any odd order

2ffl + 1 is of a form similar to that just written, the diagonal constituents being the

squares, and the remaining constituents the products in pairs, of 2tti -I- 1 functions,

each of the <n'* degree in the original constituents.

149. Tbeorem.—We conclude the present chapter with

an important theorem relating to a determinant whose leading

first minor vanishes. Adopting the notation of Art. 137, we

regard A as the vanishing determinant, and state the theorem to

be proved as follows :

—

If a determinant A, whose value is zero,

be bordered in any manner, the product of the determinant soformed

by the leading first minor of A is equal to the product of two linear

homogeneous functions of the added constituents.

Retaining the notation of Art. 137, we shall prove that the

product of A' and Ai may be expressed in the form :

—

A,A'=- {Aia + 5./3 + C,7 + . . .){Ara' + A,i5' + A,y' + . . .).

This follows at once from (2) of Art. 146 by considering in

the determinant reciprocal to A' the values of the constituents

inverse to aa, a, a, Oi ; and expressing in terms of the original

constituents the determinant of the second order formed by

these four. Another proof of this result may be readily derived

from the expansion of Art. 137, by the aid of the property of

the reciprocal of a vanishing determinant (Art. 146), viz. tliat

in the determinant formed by A„ Bi, <7j, &c., the constituents

in any line are proportional to those in any parallel line.

If the determinant A is symmetrical, and the bordering also

symmetrical, the two factors on the right-hand side of the above

equation become identical, and the theorem takes the following

form :

—

If a symmetrical determinant, whose value is zero, be bor-

dered symmetrically, the product of the determinant .so formed by

its leading second minor is equal to ike square with negative sign of

a linear homogeneous function of the bordering constituents.

Regarding A' as the original determinant, the following

useful statement may be given to the theorem just proved :

—

If

in any symmetrical determinant the leading first minor vanish, thr

determinant itself and its leading second minor have opposite signs.

VOL. II. K
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Examples.

1. If a skew-aymmetric determinant A of odd order 2in + 1 be bordered in

any manner, the resulting determinant A' is equal to the product of two rational

functions each oonteiining the added constituents in the first degree and the original

constituents in the m'* degree.

Writing, according to the result of Ex. 7, Art. 148, the reciprocal of the given

skew-symmetric determinant in the form

<l>i(pi <j)l<p3

and applying the theorem of the present Article, we find

<I>i'a' = - (^I'o + <l>\<tn$ + i(>i(f>37 + . • .) (</>iV + ipitpiff + <p3<t>iy' +.-.).

or A' = - (<pia + <t>2$ + <()37' + . . )((pia' + <t>iff + <t>3y' +..-).

It may be observed that if in this result o', p', y , &c., be made equal to - a, - 0,

- y, Sec, respectively, we fall back on the theorem (3) of Art. 148.

2. If a skew-symmetric determinant of even order 2m be bordered in any

manner, the resulting determinant is equal to the product of two rational functions,

one of the m'*, and the other of the (m + 1)'* degree in the constituents.

This may be derived immediately from the last example by making therein all

the added constituents in the first column, viz., a', /3', y, &c., equal to zero, except

the last, which is to be made = 1 . The determinant then reduces to one of the kind

here considered, the bordering constituents forming the top row and the last

column. It appears also that the factor of the )»"• degree in the result is the square

root of the given skew-symmetric determiaant of order 2m.

^. Prove

a /8 7

o' c -b

6' -e a

y' b -a

4. Resolve into its factors

= - (oo + Jj3 + cy){aa' + bff + ey').

y

-b

0' - c a y

y h —a z

V —X —y —z

Ana. (ax •+ by + m) { a; {fiy') + y (70') + z (o;3') + a (o»') + h (flS') -(- e (y^) )

.
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Miscellaneous Examples.

1. Prove

(Jo <l\ Ct2

11 02 03

02 03 ai

where /haa the usaal signification.

2. Prove

iB+y y+o 0+3
^' + y 7' + a' o' + ff

ff' + y" 7"+o" a" +3"

^/,

= 2

y

y

y"

3. Prove

3y ^y + ;8'7 3'7'

70 70' + 7'o 7'a'

ofl ofl' + o';3 a'/3'

^(W(y«')(«/3'),

where the factors on the right-hand side are determinants of the second order.

Dividing the rows hy &f', ya, o'/3' ; and putting \ = -„ /i = -„ v= \, the
O ff y

determinant (omitting a factor) reduces to the form

1 IJL + V

1 v + X

1 A+/t

v\

Am

1 -A

1 -M

1 -V

y\

Am

= -(m-I')(i'-A)(A-/i), &c.

4. Find the value of the determinant

1 /8+7 + S $y+$S + yS eyS

1 o + 7 + ! 07 + oS + 7S 07$

1 a + /3 + S a$ + aS + $S aBS

1 o + /3 + 7 0/3 + 07 + 187 0^7

Since the interchange of two letters would make two rows identical, this can

dififer by a numerical factor only from the product of the six differences. Or we
may reduce the determinant easily to the form in Ex. 10, Ait. 132. The value of

a similar determinant of any order can be found in the same way ; and the sign

can be determined in any instance by the method of Ex. 9, Art. 132.

B «
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5. Prove

7V + /S^S^ 70 4 ;8S I

a^p- + yW 0/8 + 78 1

^(fl-7)(«-8)(7-o)(/3-8)(«-0)(7-S).

Add the last column multiplied by 2037S to the first. The detenninant becomes

then of the form of Ex. 9, Art. 132.~

6. Prove

(/3 + 7 - a - 8)1 (/3 + 7 - a - 8)2

(7 + a - /3 - S)* (7 + o - j8 - 8)2

(a + ;8 - 7 - 8)* (o + ;8 - 7 - 8)2

7. Prove

I

<i i nx + b

b e bx + c

;
ax + b bx + c

= 64(/3-7)(a-8)(7-a)(i3-8)

(o-/5)(7-S).

i- («- *2)(aa:2+24;f + c).

Subtract from the third row the second row plus the first multiplied by x.

8. Prove similarly

a b e ax^ + Ibx + c
,

b c d bx'^ + 2cx + d \

c i e cx^ + idx + e \

I

ttx'^ -Y Ux + e bx' + 2ex+d cx' + 2dx + e

It i

{ax* ( 4*i» + 6e»2 + idx + e).

9. Given

/i {x) = ttiX^ + 3*i«2 + 3(,,a: + rf,^

/2 (a:) = aix' + 3*23:2 + S,;,^. + Jt,

fa (x) = asi' + 3*3*' + 3e3« + ds

;

prove the identity

/.(«) /I'M .A"W

/2(=^) ./2'W ./i"(.r)

/3(^) /3'{^) /3"(*)

18

1
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The first determinant reduces easily (omitting a factor) to the following:

—

a\x + b\ b\x 4 ci c\x + d\

an + Jj bn + Ci CiX + dt

Oix + bi bax + Ci - CiX + da

We have seen (Ex. 7, Art. 142) that the order of a determinant may be increased

without altering its value. By a suitable selection of the added constituents the

calculation of a determinant may often be simplified by bordering it in this wa^-.

The determinant last written is plainly equal to

1
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and then removing the factor (0 — 7) (7 — o) (o - $) from both sides of the equation,

the value of A ia easily ezpressed as follows :

—

A = (a- /J*) {0-y) (7- a) + (a" - 0) (^•-7) {y-a).

This result may also be derived from the determinant of Ex. 13, whose vanishing

expresses the general homographic relation between two sets of four points.

I€. Expand the determinnnt

X
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19. Resolve into fHCtors the determinant

(B-ap (/8-eT {fi-y'f

(7 -a? (7-/3')' (7-7')'

Multiplying the two rectangular arrays

o' a'' - 1

03 32 /3 1 (1),

1 - 3a' ZaT' - o'5

1 -3/3' Sfl'» -/3'» (2),

I j
1-37' 37''' - 7''

,

A becomes equal to the sum of four terms, from each of which we can take out as

a factor the product of the two determinants

1
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This can be derived from the preceding example, or proved independently in a

similar way. As in the last example, the determinant of this form of the h'^ degree

can he similarly expressed.

22. Each of the coefficients of any equation can be expressed in terms of the

roots ns the quotient of two determinants.

The student can easily extend to any degree the following application to the

equation of the third degree.

From Ex. 10, Art. 132, we have

^ - {P-y){y- a){a- $) (X- a) {X- $) {x-y).
o' o' o 1

fi' »' fl 1

7" 7= 7 1

Expanding the determinant, this identity can be written

0» u
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24. Find the condition that a biquadratic should be capable of being expressed

as the sum of two fourth powers ; and, expressing it in the form

ax* + 4ia:' + (,cx^ ^- idx + e sl{x + 8)» + «»(« + <(>)*,

find the quadratic whose roots are S and (p.

From this identity w e have the following equations :
—

I -V m = a,

le + m<l> = b,

e^ + m^^ = c, y (1)

»'
-I m<t,^ = d,

le* + m<p* = e.

Assuming \ + /ix + vx' = blb the equation whose roots are 9 and tp, we easily

obtain the three equations

\a + lib + vc = 0,

\b + fte + yd= 0,

\c -^ fid + ye = 0,

from which we have at once the required condition 7=0; and from the first two,

along with the assumed equation, we obtain the following quadratic whose roots

are 9 and <(>
:

—

1 X x'

a b c = 0,

bed
If it were required to express a cubic as the sum of two cubes, in the form

I {x + 6)^ + m(x + ipY, the first four of the above equations (1) would lead to the

same quadratic for $ and (p.

25. For the biquadratic

Aix + a.)*+B(x + ey + C{x + 7)« + D (« + S)« = 0,

prove

E= iAB(a- py,

I=SAB{a-ff}*,

J = %ABC [a - $Y (a - 7)2 (/3 - 7)'.

These expressions are true for a biquadratic written as the sum of any number
of fourth powers. If it can he wiitten as the sum of two only, J = 0, since only

A and B remain ; and if it reduces to one fourth power, S, I, JcM vanish—results

already obtained by other methods.

26. Discuss the determinant of the fourth order, whose constituents (a — o')*,

(a - $')*, See. are arranged as in Ex. 19, p. 66 ; and if o, $, 7, 8, a, ff, 7', 8'

are the roots of two given biquadratic equations, show that the value in terms of

the coefficients contains as a factor

ae' + n'e — 4 {bd^ + b'd) + Sec.

When the two biquadratics are identical this factor becomes 27.
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27. Find the condition that the homogeneous quAdxatic function of three

variables

ax^ + by' + cz' + 2fyz + 2gzx + ikxy

should he resolvable into two factors.

Equating the given function to the product of the factors

(oa; + fly + yz) [dx + ffy + y'z),

we readily find

a a

$ $'

7 7

= 8

a h g

h b f

9 f '

B' P

7' 7

hence the required condition is that the determinant last wiitten should vanish.

28. Show that the most general values of x, y, z, w which satisfy the two

homogeneous equations

ax-i- by + CZ + dw!=0, a'x + Vy + c'z + Hw =

may be expressed symmetrically in terms of two indeterminates X, Y in the foim

[fiV) {(uT) [ad") x = aX+aT,

(ba) {bC} {bd') y = bX+ bT, &c.

This can he proved hy joining to the two given equations the two following :

—

o» i» <!« <P

a be d'

i'2 (*'»

3! + — yH s+ — w = ^,
a be d

where \, ii are indeterminate quantities ; by then solving for x, y, z, w, as in

Art. 144, and reducing the determinants as in Ex. 12, p. 54 ; and finaBy making

X = a'b'e'd'\, T= aied/i.

29. If in any determinant r columns (or rows) become identical when x = a,

then {x - o)"^' is a factor in the determinant.

This appears easily by subtracting in the given determinant one of the r columns

from each of the others. The resulting r - 1 columns must each contain x - a as

a factor, since by hypothesis each constituent in it vanishes when x- a.

30. Find the value of the determinant of the n"" order

A =

whose leading constituents are all equal to x, and the remaining constituents all

equal to a.

X
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By the preceding example A must contain {x — o)»"' as a factor ; and by adding

all the columns we see that it must also contain a + (« - 1) a as a factor. Hence A
can differ hy a numerical factor only from the product of these ; and by comparing

the product with the leading term we find

A = (a - a)"-' {x+ {n- 1) o}.

This result can readily be pioved directly without the aid of Ex. 29.

31. The determinant

/.W /2(«) /3(a)

/i(/3) MP) fm
/i(7) My) My)

in which /i, fi, fa are any rational integral functions, contains the difference-

product [fi - 7) (7 - o) (o - ;8) as a factor.

This appears readily hy reasoning similar to that of Ex. 29. Determinants of

this nature, in which the constitutents of any column (or row) are functions of the

same form, and the constitutents of any row (or column) involve the same quantity,

are called alternants. It is clear that the result is general, and that the alternant

of any order contains as a factor the difference-product of all the quantities involved.

The determinants of Exs. 9, 10, Art. 132, and Exs. 11, 12, Art. 140, are alternants

of the simplest foi-m.

32. Express in the form of a determinant the quotient of the alternant in the

preceding example by the difference-product.

Assuming, to fix the ideas, that the functions involved are each of the fifth

degree (which will include lower degrees by making some coefficients vanish), we
may write

/i(a) = «io' + Jio* + Cia' + rfio' + eio +/i,

/j(o) s 020' + ija* + cto^ + cht? + «20 +M
/3(o) = 030? + iao* + C3C? + dso' +«30 +/3.

Now taking o, /3, 7 to be the roots of the equation

a:' 4- px' + qx + r = 0,

and forming tlie product of the following determinants :

—

0=

1

i8*

7*

1

Ol h

ai

1

di

di

di

P

g

«! /l

«3 /a

? »•

r

it readily appears that the detenninant last written is the required quotient.

A similar method may be used to form the quotient when the alternant is of any
order, and/1,/2,/3, &c. rational integral functions of any degrees.
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33. Besolve the following determinant into linear factors :-

fll «2 f^z " <^b

Ob fli "2 03 ai

(H «5 «i m

fl3 fl4 flg fll

02 03 04 05

In all the rows the constitutents are the same five quantities taken in circular

order, a different one standing first in each row. A determinant of this kind is

called a eirculant. It is convenient to write a circulant in the form here given,

viz., snch that the same constituent occupies the diagonal place throughout.

Taking 9 to be any root of the equation «' — 1 = 0, and addiag to the first column

the Bum of the constituents of the remaining columns multiplied by 9, 9*, 9', 9*,

respectively, we observe that the following are factors of the determinant :
—

Ol -t 02 + «3 +04 + 05,

Oi + 9fl2 + 9-03 + 9804 + 9*06,

01 + 9^02 + 9'03 + 904 + 9'05,

fli + 9'fl2 + 9o3 + 9*04 + 9'fl5,

01 + 9*02 + 93fl3 + 9^04 + 90i,

the five roots of i* — 1 = being 1, 9, 9', 9', 9' ; and compaiing the coefficient of

Ol' in both expressions it appears that the numerical factor is unity (cf. Ex. 13,

Art. 140). A circulant of any order can be treated in a similar manner.

34. The product of two circulants of the same order is a circulant.

35. Calculate the determinant of the «'* order

A„ =

in which all the constituents are zero except those which lie in the diagonal and in

lines adjacent to it on either side and parallel to it, one of these latter sets consisting

of constituents each equal to — 1.

Expanding in terms of the first column, we have the following relation connect-

ing three determinants of the kind here considered whose orders are n, « - 1,

«-2:—
Alt = OnAti-l + bu^)i-2f

till
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By aid of this equation the calcxilation of any determinant is reduced to that of

the two next inferior to it in the series An, A„-i , A„-2, . . . Aj, Ai ; and the values

of Ai and A: are plainly a\ and aaoi + H, respectively.

Dividing the equation just given by A„-i we have

-— = o.. + 7

Afi-2

replacing by a similar value the quotient of A„-i by An-j, and continuing the pro-

cess, it appears that the quotient of any determinant by the one next below it in

the series can be expressed as a continued fraction in terms of the given consti-

tuents. On account of this property determinants of the form here treated are

called continuants. When each of the constituents b,i, in-i, . . . bz, i% (in the line

above the diagonal) is equal to + 1 the resulting determinant is a timpU continuant.

36. Calculate the determinant of the n"' order

a
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37. When a polynomial U is divided by another V of lower dimensions, the

coefficients of the quotient, and of the remainder, can be expressed as determinants

in terms of the coefficients of V and TI'.

The method employed in the following particular case is equally applicable in

general. Let ?7"be of the fifth, and V of the third degree ; the quotient and
remainder can then be represented as follows :

—

Q = Jo** + qix + }2, JJ s ros' + r\x + »-2.

Also, let

V = oi^ + aii^ + nji' + 83^2 + aiX + 05, U' a a'nx^ + a'\x'' + d^x + a'3.

From the identity {T s Q C/' + ij

we have the following equations :

—

oo = Joa'o,

a\ = joo'i + jia'o,

a» = goa'2 + ?ia'i + ?2a'o,

<f3 = Joa'a + ffia'z + ?2a'i + J"©,

«i = Jiff's + J2a'2 + fi,

O5 = }2a'8 + »'2.

Solving by Art. 144, jo, Ji, J2 are expressed as determinants by means of the

first three of these equations ; and taking the first three with each of the others in

succession, we determine ro, r\, n. For example, to find ro we have, from the first

{out equations,

«'o — 00

01

a%

a'o - 01

tf'i a'o — <*2

«'j a'l — «3 + »'o

= 0, or aV»o =

a

a'l

a'2

a'3

a'o

a'l

n'i

ao

ai

a a2

a'l as

38. Find the general forms of the coefficients of the quotient, and of the re-

mainder, when a polynomial of even degree 1m is divided by a quadratic.

Taking ar' + o* + /3 as the given quadratic function, we have the identity

ao*'"* + aix'"-i + a2a''»-2 + . . . + a2,„-2a;'' + a2m-iK + a2„

= (jol-"^' + ?1 ar'"-' + . . . + Jsm-3«+ ?2m-2) («' + (U: + /S) + r^ + n.

Writing down the first r + 1 equations, formed as in the preceding example, to

solve for jo, 9i> Jj, . • • ?r, it is easily seen that the value of qr thence derived is

a determinant of the r'* order of the form treated in Ex. 36, bordered at the top

with the constituents I, 0, ... 0, ao, and at the right-hand side with ao, ai, . . . a,.

Expanding this determinant in terms of the last column, it is immediately seen that

any quotient is expressed by means of a series of the determinants of Ex. 36 in the

form _
q, = a, — ar.\ Ai + ffr-2 Aj — &c. . . . + ai A,-i + Ar

;
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the iippev or lower sign to be used according as »• is even or odd. To obtain the

coefficients of the remainder we have the equations

fl?2i7.-3 + Oj2m-2 + ''0 = Oim-X,

Piim-i + ^l = «2m.

Expressing the values of qim-3, 'q^m-i hy the formula just proved, and attending

to the results of Ex. 36, we derive the following general forms for tq and ri :

—

U = Mm-l + Ai„^3& + Ain^iP? + . . . + ^sfS-"-' + ^l/S-"-',

>-l = Clin + B2„-2$ + Bim-iP' + . . . + ^j/B""' + SoB",

in which the coefficients A, B are all functions of o, the highest power of a in any

coefficient ^ or .B being represented hy the suffix attached to the coefficient.

39. If the leading constituents of a symmetric determinant be all increased by

the same quantity x, the equation in x obtained by equating to zero the determinant

so formed has all its roots real.

Let the determinant of the «'* order under consideration be denoted by An, and

written in the form

a + X h g

A„s
A b -t X f

9 f i^ + x

Let the determinant obtained from this by erasing the first row and first column,

i.e. the leading first minor of A,i, be denoted by An-i ; again, the leading first minor

of A)i-i by A„.2 ; and so on, the last function Ai obtained in this way being of the

form I + x. To these we add the positive constant Ao = 1 , which may be regarded

as completing the series of minors and obtained by the same process, since An is not

altered hy affixing a last row and a last column consisting entirely of zero-elements,

with the exception of the constituent + 1 in the leading diagonal. TVe have now
a series of « + 1 functions

—

An, Aii-i, An-2, . . . A2, Ai, Ao,

whose degrees in x are represented by the suffixes. 'When + oo is substituted for x
the signs are all positive, and when - oo is substituted the signs (beginning with

Ao) are alternately positive and negative. Hence if x be regarded as increasing

continuously, « changes of sign must be lost in this series during the passage

from - 00 to + oc. Now it appears by the theorem of Art. 149, that a value of x
which causes any function (excluding An, Ao) in this series to vanish gives opposite

signs to the functions adjacent to it on either side. Ao retains its sign throughout.

It follows, exactly as in (2), Art. 96, that a change of sign can never be lost except

when X passes through a real root of An = 0. There must, therefore, exist « real

roots of this equation in order that n changes may be lost during the passage of x
from - 00 to + 00 .
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Any equation in the series, being of the same form as An = 0, has all its roots

real. It is plain also that each ofthese equations is a limiting equation (see Art. 90}

with reference to the equation next above it in the series ; since, in order that a

change of sign may be lost between An and An-i at the passage through each of

two consecutive roots of the former, the value of An-i must change sign between

these two values of x. The equation An = may have equal roots, and by what

has been just proved it appears that, when this equation has r roots equal to o, the

equation An.i = has r — 1 roots equal to o, the equation A„-2 = has r - 2 roots

equal to a, and so on.

The determinant here discussed occurs in several investigations in pure and

applied mathematics. The proof here given of the important property under dis-

cussion is taken from Salmon's Sigher Algebra (Art. 46), to which work the

student is referred for other proofs of the same theorem.

40. If the determinant of the preceding example have r roots equal to a
;
prove

that every first minor has r — \ roots equal to a ; every second minor r - 2 roots

equal to a, and so on.

Employing the notation A, S, G, . . . for the elements of the reciprocal deter-

minant, we have the equation

AB-E'^ = A„.2 A„.

Now it is easily seen by proper transpositions of rows and columns that every

leading first minor contains the multiple root > - 1 times. It follows from the

equation just written that the minor S must contain this root »• - 1 times ; andH
may be taken to represent any first minor.

41. Find the conditions that the equation

=

should have equal roots.

Since each first minor must contain the double root, we readily derive the

required conditions in the following form :

—

gJt , hf fg

f g h

[This and the preceding example are taken from Eouth's Dynamic) of a System

of Rigid Bodies, Part ii., Ai-t. 61.]

42. Any symmetrical determinant can be altered so as to have any selected

pair of conjugate constituents each zero, the determinant remaining symmetrical.

Consider, for example, the detenninant obtained by putting a; = in the pre-

ceding example, and suppose it is required to remove the constituent g. Multiply

VOL. 11. F

a + x
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each constituent of the third column by a (dividing the whole determinant by a at

the same time), and subtract from the constituents bo altered those of the first

column multiplied by g. Treat now the two corresponding rows in the same way

;

the resulting determinant is symmetrical, and in it y is replaced by zero. This

process may be applied to a determinant of any order, to remove in succession all

the conjugate constituents of the first row and column, and afterwards of the

remaining rows and columns, so as to reduce the determinant finally to one, all of

whose constituents vanish except those in the leading diagonal.

43. Reduce the following determinant, of any order, to a form in which x will

appear in the leading constituents only :

—

aix + a'l bix + b'\ cix + c'l

aix + a\ bix + i'2 ax + c't

azx + a'a iix + b'3 czx + c'3

Multiply by the determinant reciprocal to (aiijcs . . . l„). If the given deter-

minant is symmetrical, the determinant derived from it in this way will not be

symmetrical ; but a different process may be used to reduce it in that case to

a symmetrical determinant which will have x present in the leading constituents

only, viz. by removing the coefficients of x from all pairs of conjugate constituents

in succession by a process exactly analogous to that of the preceding example. If

the coefBcients of x in the leading constituents of the reduced determinant should

all have the same sign, it may be proved, just as in Ex. 39, that the corresponding

equation will have all its roots real.

44. Let a determinant of the «'* order be divided [into two rectangular arrays,

one containing /jl rows, and the other v rows (where 11+ v = n), and let iiv sums of

products be formed by operating with one array on the other as in the multipli-

cation of determinants ; if then such relations exist among the constituents that

all these sums of products separately vanish, the determinants of order ju formed
from the first array are proportional to determinants of order v formed from the

complementary constituents of the second.

To fix the ideas, we take a determinant of the fifth order, but the mode of proof

is perfectly general. Let the determinant

fll
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be split horizontally into two arrays, one of three, and the other of two rows ; and
let the foUowing six relations exist :

—

2ai«i = 0, 2«iyi = 0, 2*ia;i = 0, SJiyi = 0, :s.eixi = 0, Sciyi = 0.

If now A be expanded by Laplace's theorem, and the minor determinants so taken
(as can readily be done) that the expansion is written with all positive signs, e. g.
in the form :

—

A = (aihci) (Xiys) + [aihci) [xty^) + (aiJzCi) {xsyz) + (aihcs) (ajji/i) + &c.,

it is proposed to prove that each minor determinant of the third order formed from
the first array is proportional to its factor in the expansion of A so written.

We use for convenience the following notation for the expansion last written

A = Xi' 4 MM' 4 NN' +PP+ &c.

Squaring the determinant A, making use of the above relations, replacing by their

values the determinants obtained by squaring separately each of the component
arrays, and equating the two values of A' thus obtained, we have

{LL'-\MM' + NN'-\-&c. . . .)'=(i''+JfHiV^ + &c.. .)(-£'" + iK''2 + JV'2 + &c. . . .),

whence

(JJ/"' - L'MY + [LN' - Z'Ny + (MN' - M'Nf + &c. . . . = 0,

from which we have at once

L'^ M'~ N'~T~

45. Write down the relations which exist among the minors of the second order

formed from a determinant of the fourth order divided equally iato two rectangular

arrays in the manner of the last example, like conditions being fulfilled.

We take the general determinant of the fourth order

«l
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By the preceding example, we have at once the relatione

(S1C2) _ (ckh) _ (aih) _ (ait^z) _ (hdi) _ (cid-i)

(Oidi)
~

(Ml) («3<^4) (*3«4) (csoi) (asJi)'

provided the following four equations hold :

—

Saids = 0, 2aia4 = 0, 2aj«3 = 0, 2«2ai = 0.

What is here proved has an important application in geometry of three dimen-

sions with reference to the six coordinates of a right line. (See Salmon's Analytic

Geometry of Three Dimensions, 4th ed., Art. 57 b.)

It may he remarked here that it will be found convenient to write uniformly

with positive signs the expansion of a determinant of the third order, which occurs

so often in practical questions. Taking, for example, the determinant obtained by

erasing the last row and last column of A, we write its expansion as follows, the

three letters being taken in circular order :

—

{aihza) = ai {ha) + Ji (C2O3) + «i (02*3).

46. Derive the equations (3) of Art. 145, for obtaining the ratios of n variables

from « — 1 linear homogeneous equations, from the proposition of Ex. 44.

47. Express by determinants the values of the unknown quantities derived

from a set of given linear equations by the Method of Least Squares.

The given equations, which are greater in number than the unknown quantities,

are supposed to have been obtained as the result of observation or experiment ; and

the numerical coefficients which enter into them, being consequently liable to

errors of observation, are not known with certainty. In such eases the most

reliable values of the unknown quantities are obtained in the manner about to be

explained by what is called the " method of least squares." Take, for example,

five equations of the form aix + hiy+ ciz = mi, OiX + h^ + ciz ^ mj, &o., between

three unknown quantities x, y, n. Multiply them respectively by a\, Oj, 03, ai, as,

and add ; again by ii, ij, is, ii, h, and add ; and again by ci, a, cz, Ci, ct, and

add. In this way the following three equations are obtained :

—

x'icii^ + yiaihi + z^aici = 2«i)»i,

xSaibi + ys ii' + zSiiCi = 25n»i,

x2aie\ + yihei + zSci'' = 2cimi ;

from which we have without difficulty

_ jaihci) {mjhici) + (nihcj) (mihc)) + .... + {aahcs) (mahes)

(aihci)' + {aihCi)' + + (as^iCs)" '

with corresponding values for y and 2, each of these values containing ten terms in

the numerator and ten in the denominator.

48. Show that the value of x given in the preceding example can bo obtained

by first eliminating y and s from every set of three of the five given equations, and

then applying the method of least squares to the ten equations in x alone which

result from the elimination.



APPENDIX.

APPLICATIONS TO TEIGONOMETKY AND GEOMETRY.

To illustrate further the principles of Determinants expounded

in the preceding pages, we give here in the form of additional

examples some applications to Trigonometry and Analytic

Geometry.

1. Relation among the cosines of the angles of a plane triangle.

Employing the usual notation, and projecting each pair of sides in turn on the

third side, we have the equations

— « + J cos C + c COB B = 0,

a cos C — b + c cosA= 0,

a cos B + bcoaA — c =0;

from 'which, hy elimination of a, b, e, we get at once

— 1 cos C cos B

cos C — 1 cos^ = 0, (I)

cos B cosA - 1

which is, when expanded, the well-known relation among the cosines

1 - cosM - 008^.8 - cos'C - 2 cos .4 cos .B cos C = 0.

2. Similar relation for any plane polygon.
A .A. A

Taking a quadrilateral whose sides are a, b, c, d; using the notation ab, ac) ad,

&c. for the internal angles of the figure, and projecting on each side in turn, we

have the four equations
A A. A

a = J cos ab + c Qos ac + d cos ad,

b = a cos oi (- c cos be + d cos fd,

(2)

e = a cos ac -i- b cos ee + d cos ed,

d = a cos ad+b cos bd+ c cos cd
;
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from which, by elimination of a, b, o, d, we hare immediately

-1
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4. Eelatioa among the lengths of the six lines joining four points in a plane.

The determinant of the preceding example may be employed to obtain this

relation, as foUows:—Let ^BCbe a triangle, and a', b', e' the distances of any
point from the vertices ; and express the cosines of the angles at in terms of

the sides of the triangles OBC, OCA, CAB. Substituting in the determinant,

and multiplying first rows and afterwards columns by a', b', c', so as to remove

denominators, we find without difficulty

2a'» V' + a"--c'

o'2 + i'2 . C2

(,2 + 8'2 _ }2

5-2 + i'2 _ a8 = 0.2i'2

*'2 + c'2 - a' 2(;'2

From this determinant the expanded form of the relation can be readily

obtained iE required.

Another expression of this relation, in the form of a determinant of the fifth

order, will be given among the geometrical examples. The student will find it a

useful exercise to derive by the method of bordering used in Ex. 9, p. 52, the

subsequent determinant from that which is here given.

5. Belation among the cosines of six arcs joining four points on the surface of

a sphere.

Using a notation similar to that of the preceding example, and substituting for

the cosines of the angles of a spherical triangle in terms of the sides, we find

n' "' cos c — cos a' cos b' cos b — cos a' cos c'sin' a

cos c — cos a' cos b'

cos b — cos a* cos c'

sin' b'

cos a — cos A' cos e

cos a — cos V cos c

If this be bordered with a front column 1, cos a', cos V, cos c' and a top row

1, 0, 0, 0, we obtain readily, after obvious reductions.

1

cos a'

cosi'

cos c'

COSH

1

cose

cosi

cos V

cose

1

cos a

cose

COS*

cos a

1

= 0.

It is proper to observe that this relation ca:i be obtained immediately also by

squaring the array

cos $1cos ai

cos n

cos 03

cos 04

>.

cos 32

COS /33

COS j3i

in which the rows are the direction-cosines of lines drawn from the centre of the

sphere to the four points on the surface.

cos 71

cos 72

cos 73

cos 74
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A relation connecting the angles of a spherical triangle with the sines of the

arcs let fall from any point perpendicularly on the sides can, by the aid of the

polar triangle, be derived immediately from the cosine relation here given.

6. Solve the equation

1
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The general determinant of similar form can be expressed in factors in the same

way. The constituents of the top row are

sinxa, sin»"'o cos a, sin o cos"-io, cos"a

;

those of the remaining rows being obtained by replacing a by /3, 7, S, &c. . . .

The Talue of the determinant is

sin (a - 0) sin (a - y) sin (a-i) . . . sin (;8 - 7) sin O - S) ... sin (7 - S) ...

,

yiz., the product of the sines of all the differences.

11. Prove

in*(» HIT!*/* 1cos'o Bin*a

cos'jS sin*j8 1

cos*7 Bin*7 1

s 2 sin (a + ;8) sin (a + 7) sin {$ + 7) sin (a - 0)

sin (o — 7) sin {0 - 7).

Subtract second column from first, and easily express as a product of diflerences

of squares of sines.

12. Prove that

sin 4a sin 2a sin a

sin ip sin 2$ sin $

sin 47 sin 27 sin 7

is diyisible by

cos^a cos o 1

cos'/3 cos $ 1

C08'7 cos 7 1

the quotient being 16 sin a sin /3 sin 7 (cos o + cos ;3 + cos 7).

13. Prove

1 tan a tan 2atan a

1 tanjS

1 tan y

2M sin (/3 - 7) sin (7 - a) sin (a - 0)

cos 2a cos 20 cos 27
'tan 2/3

tan 27

where Jf= tana + tan/3 + tan7 + tano tan0 tan7.

Put in for tan 2o, &e., remove fractions, and find the factors of the resulting

determinant.

14. Prove the following relations :

—

1C0S(/3— 7) COB o

COB (7 — o) COS

COS (o - 0) COS 7

COB {0 - 7) sin a

COS (7 - o) sin 3

cos (a — 0) sin 7

4 sin J (|3 - 7) sin J (7 - a) sin J (a - 0)

V {sin o + sin ;8 + sin 7},

= - 4 sin J (3 - 7) sin^ (7 - o) sin J (o - 0)

X {cosa + cosP + cos 7}.

For the former subtract 2 sin sin 7 from the constituents of the first column,

and then subtract the last column from the first, replacing 1 by cos'^o + sin'o, &c.
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Two of the terms in the first column will furnish a determinant which vanishes

identically, and from the remaining terms S sin a can be taken cut as a factor.

The second relation can be proved in a similar manner ; or it may be derived

from the first by changing o, fl, 7, respectively, into

+
2'

& +
2' 7 +

15 . Find the factors of the following determinants :

—

cos 2a
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The transformations here given will often be found useful in investigating rela-

tions between algebraical and trigonometrical identities. It maybe noticed, however,

that the factors of Ai and A2 can also be obtained simply as follows :—Multiply

in Ai the second column by 2 cos a and the third by - 2 sin a, and subtract from

the first ; the first constituent becomes then — 2 cos (/3 + 7) + cos O + 7), and the

determinant resolves itself into two, of which one vanishes identically, and in the

other 2 cos (j3 + 7) is a factor of the first column. The determinant A2 can be

treated in a similar manner by subtracting from the first column the second mul-

tiplied by2 sin o, and the third multiplied by 2 cos o.

16. Find the factors of the determinants

Ai = A2

cos 2a COS a sin a I

COS 23 COS i8 sin /3 1

cos 27 cos 7 sin 7 1

COS 2S cos S sin S 1

Applying to the determinant represented by

1
cos 2a -I- i sin 2o, cos o + i sin a

sin 2a cos a sin a

sin 2/3 cos J3 sin i3

sin 27 cos 7 sin 7

sin 2S cos 5 sin 5

cos a — i sin o, 1
I

substitutions similar to those of the preceding example, we obtain, without diffi-

culty, the results as follows :

—

Ai = -32nsinJ(o + /3 + 7 + S), A2 = 32n cos^ (0 + 3 + 7+ 5).

where

n = sin|(a-3) sin J (a -7) sini(a-8) sin^(i8-7) sin J ()3 -S) sin J {7- 5).

17. Prove that the following determinant is divisible by twice the product of the

sines of the half differences of a, /3, 7 ; and find the remaining factor :

—

1 cos (e + 7) sin» i (;3 - fl) sin^ \{y-B)

1 cos {7 + o) sin' J (7 - 9) sin" J (« - *)

1 cos (o + iS) sinS i (a - e) sin" \ ($ - 9)

The remaining factor is

sin 2fl + 2 sin (o + j8 + 7 - e) - sin (3 + 7) - sin (7 + ») - sin (a + fl).

[Wolstenholme, Mathematical Problems.']
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APPLICATIONS TO GEOMETRY.

A knowledge of the principles of Determinants is especially

useful in applications relating to coordinate Geometry. By the

multiplication of determinants or arrays with suitably chosen

constituents simple proofs can be obtained of known expressions

for areas and volumes, and of relations connecting the mutual

distances of points on a plane or in space. We commence with

some examples of this kind.

1 . Area of a triangle in terms of its sideB.

Let the coordinates of the vertices he (a;iyi), (jn^iyij, xit/s) ; and multiply

together the following two determinants, mating use of the known determinant

expression for the area of a triangle in terms of the coordinates of its vertices :

—

X3^ + 1/3^

XI yi

xi yi

X3 ys
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2. Volume of a tetrahedron in terms of its edges.

Let the coordinates of the vertices he [xiyiz-i), (Xiy^zi), (13^32:3), (xiyiZi), and
let the mutual distances between these points be denoted by (12), (13), (23), &c.

Multiply the following two determinants, in each of which the three omitted rows

can be readily supplied :

—

«i''+ yi*+2i' x\ y\ 2xi - lyi - 2zi xi^ + yi2 + «i'

1
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Using the same notation as
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This determinant can be expressed as the product of four factors (Ex. 5, p. 78)

;

and denoting the pairs of opposite edges of the tetrahedron by o, d ; b, e ; c,f, and
orf + be+efhj 22, we have

36JJ2 F» = 2 (2 - «rf) (2 - be) (2 - cf).

9. Expression for the area of a triangle formed by three right lines whose
equations are given.

Let the equations of the lines be

aix + *iy + ci = 0, a2X + biy + C2= 0, aix + biij + C3 = 0,

and let the reciprocal constituents of the determinant (aiizca) be denoted as usual
by the capital letters. Solving between the equations in pairs so as to obtain the
coordinates of the vertices of the triangle, we have immediately
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Mating then the convention that all perpendictilars from any point in the

interior of the triangle of reference on the aides are positive, we have

ai = - a:i cos a - yi sin o + J), /3i = — xi cos )3 — yi sin fl + p',

71 = - a;i cos 7 - yi sin 7 + p",

with similar values for 02, ^2, 72 ; 03, ft, 73 ; hence, readily,

ai
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13. When the general equation of the second degree in trilinear coordinates

represents right lines, to find (1) the coordinates of their intersection, and (2) to

express the conditions that the equation should represent parallel right lines.

(1). Equating the homogeneous function, as in Ex. 27, p. 59, to the product of

the two factors \x \- ny ¥ vz, \'x + /I'y + v'z, we have the relations

a = \\\
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first a fifth row 2p, cos o, sino, 0, and to the second a fifth row 0, eoao, sino, —P-
Multiplying the two arrays so obtained, we have immediately the required relation

in the form

0.

This can be readily expanded by the method of Art. 137, p. 19, and hence easily

identified with the known form of this relation, viz..
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16. Relation between the common tangents of four circles all touched by a

fifth.

This is what is known as Casey's extension of Ptolemy's Theorem. We obtain

it immediately from the preceding example by supposing the fifth circle to touch

all the others, and making 15, 25, 35, 45 all vanish in the determinant there

given. The relation is therefore

= 0,

which is the same determinant as in Ex. 5, p. 77.

If the four circles are touched either all internally or all externally by the fifth,

the tangents are aU direct in this determinant.

17. Equation of a pair of circles touching three given circles.

If the equations of the given circles are Si = 0, & = 0, & = 0, we get the

required equation by supposing the fourth circle in the preceding example to reduce

to a point, since then 14 may be replaced by .Si, 24^ by iSj, and 34 by S3. We
have therefore
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cos 2o
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